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Pressure distributions on three inlets having different cowl lengths
were obtained in the Langley 16-Foot Transonic Tunnel. The cowl
diameter ratio (highlight diameter to maximum diameter) was 0.85,
and the cowl length ratios (cowl length to maximum diameter) were
0.337, 0.439, and 0.547. The cowls had identical nondimensionalized
(with respect to cowl length) external geometry and identical internal
geometry. The internal contraction ratio (highlight area to throat area)
was 1.250. The inlets had longitudinal rows of static-pressure orifices on
the top and bottom (external) surfaces and on the contraction 5nternal)
and diffuser surfaces. The afterbody was cylindrical in shape, and its
diameter was equal to the maximum diameter of the cowl. Depending
on the cowl configuration and free-stream Mach number, the mass-flow
ratio varied between 0.27 and 0.87 during the tests. Angle of attack
varied from 0° to 4.1° at selected Mach numbers and mass-flow ratios,
and the Reynolds number varied with the Mach number from 3.2 x 106
to 4.2 × 106 per foot.
Introduction
Jet-powered subsonic transport aircraft generally
have engines installed in separate, essentially axi-
symmetric nacelles. Typically, the nacelle is pylon
mounted (displaced from the airframe) to provide
the inlet with flow that is not significantly distorted.
This installation permits the nacelle cowl design to
be developed independent of the rest of the air-
frame. This independence from the airframe geome-
try makes the data base for subsonic inlets directly
usable (refs. 1 to 10).
Inlets for turbojet and turbofan subsonic aircraft
must provide high-quality flow to the engine fan and
compressor, produce low external drag, and be low
in weight. Low weight implies shortening the inter-
nal flow path and cowl as much as possible while
maintaining good internal and external performance.
The internal flow path is shortened by selecting a
large throat diameter and contouring the diffuser so
that the flow is of high quality but near the limit
for the onset of flow separation. Based on exter-
hal flow consideration, the cowl drag is minimized
by making the cowl maximum diameter and length
as small as possible while still obtaining the desired
drag-rise Mach number and critical mass-flow ratio.
The critical mass-flow ratio occurs while operating
below the compressibility drag-rise conditions and
is defined as the point at which external drag in-
creases rapidly because of separation or shocks on
the cowl forebody when mass flow through the in-
let is reduced. For commercial applications, noise
suppression should also be considered during diffuser
design because it may limit the minimum length of
the nacelle forebody.
Many of the subsonic transport nacelle cowls used
in the past have been based in part on the cowl con-
tour of the NACA l-series inlets, which were devel-
oped in the 1940's. The relatively small leading-edge
radius of the NACA l-series contour just aft of the
highlight (most forward point on the inlet lip) re-
sults in good high-speed drag characteristics. The
NACA 1-series contour was developed with emphasis
on cowl external flow quality and performance with
the assumption that internal performance (i.e., con-
traction section and diffuser shape) would be a sep-
arate design endeavor. References 1 to 10 contain
some of the published experimental data obtained
on the NACA l-series contours. In practice, com-
promising the good high-speed external performance
of the NACA l-series contour by increasing the cowl
leading-edge radius by blunting the lip has often been
necessary to achieve acceptable internal performance
at low-speed and static crosswind conditions.
In some investigations of cowls with elliptical lon-
gitudinal contours (e.g., ref. 9), flow separation on
the cowl forebody was delayed to higher mass-flow ra-
tios and Mach numbers than for comparable NACA
l-series contours because of the significantly blunter
forward contour. However, the drag-rise Mach num-
ber was lower for a given mass-flow ratio. Based on
data such as these, the cowl contour of the present
investigation, though not as blunt as an elliptical con-
tour, had a greatly increased nondimensionalized lo-
cal radius of curvature over the forward 10 percent
of the cowl relative to an NACA l-series contour.
Threecowlshavinglengthratios (cowllengthto max-
imum diameter)of 0.337,0.439,and 0.547werein-




geometryand identical internal geometryfrom the
highlight to the end of the diffuser. The internal
contractionratio (highlightareato throat area)was
1.250,andthe contractionsectionlongitudinalcon-
tour waselliptical.
The investigationwasconductedin the Langley
16-FootTransonicTunnel. Cowlpressureswereob-
tained at Mach numbersfrom about 0.60 to 0.92,
mass-flowratios from 0.27to 0.87,andanglesof at-
tack within the rangeof 0° to 4.1° at selectedmass-
flow ratiosandMachnumbers.Cowlexternalstatic
pressuresweremeasuredin rowson the top andbot-
tomsurfacesin theplaneof verticalsymmetry.Inter-
nal contractionsectionand diffuserwall static pres-
sureswerealsomeasured.
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length of cowl from lip
(highlight) to start of
cylindrical portion of model,
in. (see fig. 1)
free-stream Mach number
mass-flow ratio based on
inlet area at the highlight,
1/(pc_ AhY_) f prVrdA






















local radius from axis of
symmetry to outer wall of
model duct, 8.40 in.
velocity, ft/sec
longitudinal distance mea-
sured aft of cowl lip (high-
light), in.
local thickness of cowl, in.
local thickness of elliptical
cowl, in.
angle of attack with respect
to forebody centerline, deg
density, slug/ft 3
meridian angle, measured
from top of model in clock-
wise direction when looking
upstream, deg
highlight, most forward
point on cowl lip
maximum
mass-flow rake pressure
measuring station in duct
free-stream conditions
Models
A complete model test installation consisted of
an inlet attached to a cylindrical section (Dmax =
18.0 in.) supported by a force balance and an
afterbody (also cylindrical) supported by a rear sting
upon which a remote-controlled mass-flow throttle
plug was mounted. The throttle plug, which was
driven by an internal electric motor, had a range of
travel of about 10 in. The open area at the exit
of the model (normal to the centerline) varied from
27.5 in 2 to 244.9 in 2 for the throttle plug in its two
extreme positions. Figure 1 is a simplified cross-
sectional sketch of the model assembly, and figure
2 is a photograph of a typical model installation in
the wind tunnel test section.
Three inlets were tested that had cowls of identi-
cal nondimensionalized (with respect to cowl length)
external geometry and identical internal geometry.
The nondimensionalized external and internal co-
ordinates for the cowl are presented in tables I
and II. The cowl lengths (L) were 6.0655 in. for
the short cowl, 7.8973 in. for the medium cowl, and
9.8420 in. for the long cowl, and the corresponding
cowl length ratios (L/Dmax) were 0.337, 0.439, and
0.547. Figure 3 showsthe dimensionaldifferences
amongthe threecowl contours. (Note, the radius
scaleis twiceaslargeasthelongitudinalscale.)Fig-
ure 4 showsthe ratio of the local cowlthicknessto
the local thicknessof an elliptical longitudinalcon-
tour havingthesamelengthandmaximumthickness
(rmax- rh). The cowls for the present investigation
had a diameter ratio of 0.85 (i.e., highlight diame-
ter to maximum diameter) and a contraction ratio of
1.250 (i.e., highlight area to throat area).
The total model length was 52.00 in. (fig. 1). The
forebody had a fixed length of 27.50 in. and was com-
prised of the cowl and a cylindrical section. The fore-
body was supported by four struts that connected to
a force-balance mounted centerbody. The afterbody
had a length of 24.50 in. and a diameter of 18.0 in.,
and it was supported by four struts attached to the
support sting. The 0.10 in. gap between the metric
forebody and nonmetric afterbody was spanned by
a free-floating flexible strip to inhibit flow leakage.
The inlets had longitudinal rows of static-pressure
orifices on the top and bottom external surfaces of
the cowl and on the contraction (internal) and dif-
fuser surfaces. Three of the four struts support-
ing the forebody were instrumented with pressure
probes (fig. 5) to measure the internal mass flow.
These struts were also used to route the tubes from
the inlet surface static-pressure orifices to differential
pressure-scanning units mounted in the nose of the
centerbody. All pressure tubes associated with the
afterbody were routed through the four rear support
struts, into the sting, and out through the model
support system to an externally mounted differential
pressure-scanning unit.
Wind Tunnel
The investigation was conducted in the Langley
16-Foot Transonic Tunnel, which is a single-return
atmospheric wind tunnel with continuous air ex-
change. The test section is octagonal with 15.5 ft
between opposite walls (equivalent in area to a circle
16 ft in diameter) and has axial slots at the wall ver-
rices. The total width of the eight slots in the vicinity
of the model is about 3.7 percent of the test section
perimeter. The extreme limits of solid blockage of
the model in the test section are between 0.88 per-
cent for no flow through the model and 0.79 percent
for the throttle plug area only (i.e., the throttle plug
in its most rearward position). The tunnel sting sup-
port system pivots in such a manner that the model
remains on or near the centerline through the angle-
of-attack range. References 11 to 13 contain details
of the operation of the tunnel and its flow qualities.
Tests and Methods
Each cowl was tested at Mach numbers up to 0.92
at an angle of attack of 0° and over an angle-of-
attack range up to 4.1 ° at selected Mach numbers
and mass-flow ratios. Free-stream Reynolds number
varied with Mach number from 3.2 x 106 to 4.2 x 106
(fig. 6). All the data presented herein are for artifi-
cially fixed boundary-layer transition on the internal
and external surfaces of the model. Boundary-layer
transition on the external surface was fixed by apply-
ing a 0.10-inch wide circumferential strip of No. 120
silicon carbide particles 0.6 in. aft (streamwise) of
the cowl lip. Boundary-layer transition on the in-
ternal flow surface was fixed by applying a 0.10-inch
wide circumferential strip of No. 120 silicon carbide
particles at the geometric throat of each inlet.
Angle of attack of the forebody was computed
by correcting the measured pitch angle of the sup-
port system for deflection of the sting and force
balance (due to aerodynamic forces and moments)
and for tunnel flow angularity. Although the test
was conducted with the forebody mounted on a
force balance, these data are not presented because
the balance was damaged during the test and the
data are considered inaccurate. Duct mass flow was
calculated from the free-stream total temperature,
the rake area-weighted stagnation pressures, and the
static pressures from the rake, centerbody surface,
and duct wall.
No corrections have been made to the pressure
data for test section wall interference effects. The
presence and geometry of the mass-flow plug did
affect the afterbody external flow field. Therefore,
the afterbody pressure data presented in the pressure
tabulations are considered qualitative, especially for
pressures near the model aft end and for large mass-
flow ratios.
Presentation of Results
The results of this investigation are presented pri-
marily in tables III to V as local internal and exter-
hal pressure coefficients. The tables also present the
nondimensionalized orifice locations (X/L). The ra-
tio X/L is presented in percentage form in the ta-
bles. A negative value of X/L indicates that the ori-
rice is located on the internal surface (downstream
of the highlight) of the inlet. The pressures are pre-
sented for three meridian angles (¢) for the afterbody
and forebody of each configuration. The afterbody
is the portion of the model located aft of the metric
break, and the forebody is the portion of the model
located forward of the metric break. Inlet mass-flow
ratio and angle of attack are given at the top of each
3
table. In addition, somedata arepresentedgraphi-
cally (figs.7to 12)to illustratethe variationof pres-
surecoefficientwith X/L over the forward portion of
the model over a range of Mach numbers, mass-flow
ratios, and angles of attack.
Summaries of the tabular and graphical data pre-
sentation are contained in the following listings for
each cowl length. Each listing includes nominal test
condition information and table and figure numbers
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This investigation was conducted primarily to
obtain cowl pressure distributions under conditions
that isolate the nacelle cowl from the influence of
a boat-tailed afterbody flow field. Therefore, the
model downstream of the cowl was cylindrical with
a diameter equal to the cowl maximum diameter
(fig. 1). This portion of the model was also used
in the tests of reference 10 where the range of mass
flow through the model was limited because of the
throttle plug geometry. To expand the mass-flow
range of the model to encompass lower mass-flow
rates, the throttle plug geometry was altered so that
it had a larger maximum diameter. The results of
reference 9 (last 14 in. of the afterbody boat tailed)
and reference 10 (cylindrical afterbody) indicate that
no significant effects fed forward to the cowl pressure
distributions from the exit plume caused by the mass-
flow plug for the range of Mach numbers and mass-
flow ratios of this test.
In reference 14, an empirical study performed on
the drag of several NACA 1-series inlets found that
the drag-rise Mach number of the cowls correlated
with the thickness ratio (rmax 2 - rh2) 0"5 /L of an
equivalent body of revolution. Thus, this thickness
ratio can be used as a design tool to determine a
first approximation of cowl length for a desired cruise
Mach number. Analysis of wake pressure data in
reference 15 indicated that the drag characteristics
for the present cowl contour were almost as good
as those for an NACA l-series contour of the same
thickness ratio. Therefore, the cowls in this investiga-
tion, because of their different lengths and identical
nondimensionalized geometry, can be considered to
be designs for three different cruise speeds, with the
cowl length increasing as the design Mach number
increases.
Reference 14 also presented a correlation for crit-
ical mass-flow ratio as a function of a cowl lip ra-
dius parameter. The critical mass-flow ratio is a
measure of cowl performance when operating below
the compressibility drag-rise design condition. That
is, drag changes only gradually as mass flow is de-
creased until a critical mass-flow ratio is reached
where drag abruptly increases. This drag increase
results from flow separation caused by shocks or
strong pressure gradients resulting from flow expan-
sion around the initial cowl lip curvature. Relative to
an NACA 1-series contour of the same length (fig. 4),
the blunter forward portion of the present contour
should provide the capability to sustain lower pres-
sures on the cowl leading edge, without flow sepa-
ration, to lower speeds and mass-flow ratios and yet
have the potential to approach the drag-rise Mach
number capabilities of the NACA 1-series contour.
The following discussion of results is based only
on the graphical data presented in this report. Note
the points in this discussion can be refined, if neces-
sary, by examination of the pressure data in tables III
to V, which include data for intermediate mass-flow
ratios and angles of attack.
Pressure Distributions at Angle of
Attack of 0 °
Because the internal geometry is identical for the
three cowls, any differences in pressure distributions
are caused by differences in the external geometry.
The effect of cowl length on shock development and
the ability to sustain negative pressure peaks without
flow separation near the leading edge at low mass-
flow ratios are shown by comparison of the data of
figures 7, 9, and 11 at similar test conditions. For ex-
ample, the pressure distribution peaks at the lowest
Mach numbers and mass-flow ratios of figures 7(a),
9(a), and 11(a) show that the short cowl sustained
the highest negative pressure peak. The data also
show that the flow over the long cowl is separated
(note the collapsed pressure peak) over the forward
20 percent of its length. Therefore, the long cowl
is operating below its critical mass-flow ratio. This
high-drag condition occurs at a mass-flow ratio that
is typical for a windmilling (nonoperating) engine.
With attached flow near the leading edge, the
pressure peaks became less negative, and the pressure
distributions over the cowl became more nearly uni-
form (flat) as mass-flow ratio increased at the lower
Mach numbers for all the cowls. (See figs. 7(a), 9(a),
and 11(a).) A uniform cowl pressure distribution at
large mass-flow ratios is desirable to delay the for-
mation of shocks that can result at local supercrit-
ical flow conditions to higher Mach numbers. As
Mach number was increased, the pressure distribu-
tions over the short cowl became rounded over the
forward portion of the cowl at high mass-flow ra-
tios (e.g., compare fig. 7(g) with 7(a)). Extensive
areas with positive external pressure coefficients act-
ing over the forward (projected) area of the cowl near
the lip indicate pressure drag.
Flow was separated on the forward 20 percent of
the medium cowl at Mach numbers of 0.64 and 0.69
(figs. 9(b) and 9(c)) at the lowest mass-flow ratio
(0.28). On the long cowl, separated flow was ob-
served at a mass-flow ratio of 0.28 at Mach numbers
from 0.59 to 0.79 (figs. ll(a) to ll(g)). The short
cow! sustained the most negative pressure peaks near
the leading edge. The first evidence of a shock
forming during recompression from the leading-edge
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suction peak occurredon the short cowl at about
30 percentof its lengthat a Mach numberof 0.69
with a mass-flowratioof 0.27(fig. 7(c)). At the low-
est mass-flowratio, whereflow separationoccurred
over the forward portion of the mediumand long
cowlsat low Machnumbers,thedatashowednoevi-
denceof a downstreamshock.Forexample,the first
evidenceof a shockon the mediumcowl wasat a
Machnumberof 0.74after a pressurepeakwases-
tablished(noflowseparation)and pressurerecovery
from the pressurepeakextendedpast 20percentof
the cowllength (fig. 9(d)). Likewise,at a mass-flow
ratio of 0.27, the long cowl had a shockat about
50 percentof its lengthat a Mach numberof 0.82
(fig.ll(h)). At amass-flowratioof0.40,pressuredis-
tributions indicatedthat all threecowlshada shock
at a Machnumberof 0.74,and the short cowlhad
the shocklocatedthefarthestaft (comparefigs.7(e),
9(d), and 11(e)).The first signsof the pressurefail-
ingto recoverto closeto free-streamstaticpressurein
the vicinity of the maximumcowldiameter(X/L =
100percent)occurredat the lowestmass-flowratio.
On the shortcowl,this occurredat a Machnumber
of 0.79 (fig. 7(g)), on the mediumcowl at a Mach
numberof 0.84(fig. 9(h)), and on the longcowlat a
Machnumberof 0.89(fig. ll(k)).
Pressure Distributions at Small Angles of
Attack
Pressuredistributionsover the three cowlsat a
Machnumberof about0.60at anangleof attackof
2° at the lowestmass-flowratio (comparefigs.8(a),
10(a),and12(a))showedthat theshortcowlhadthe
mostnegativepressurepeakson the top andbottom
of the cowl. At an angle of attack of 2° (fig. 8(a)),
flow separation occurred on the top (¢ = 0°) of the
short cowl between 5 and 10 percent of its length with
pressure recovery downstream. The medium cowl
also showed flow separation at an angle of attack of 2 °
(fig. 10(a)), but the separation occurred between 15
and 25 percent of the cowl length with pressure
recovery downstream. On the long cowl at an angle of
attack of 2 ° (fig. 12(a)), the flow separation extended
over the forward 20 percent of the cowl length. In
figure 12(a), the bottom row of pressure orifices' (¢ =
180 ° ) at an angle of attack of 2 ° is, for aerodynamic
purposes, at an angle of attack of -2 ° , and the
pressures measured there showed no evidence of flow
separation at this condition.
At a mass-flow ratio of about 0.50 at angles of
attack up to 3 ° at the lowest Mach number (0.60), the
cowls had similar pressure distributions with little
indication of flow separation (figs. 8(e), 10(d), and
12(d)). When Maeh number was increased to 0.69
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at a mass-flow ratio of 0.50 at an angle of attack
of 2 ° , a shock occurred on the top surface of the
short and medium cowls (figs. 8(f) and 10(e)). The
separation and shock were not evident on the long
cowl (fig. 12(e)). At a Mach number of 0.79 and at
an angle of attack of 2° , the shock occurred at about
60 percent on the short cowl length (fig. 8(h)), at 40
percent on the medium cowl length (fig. 10(f)), and
at 30 percent on the long cowl length (fig. 12(g)). At
a Mach number of 0.89 and at a mass-flow ratio of
0.50 only, the long cowl had pressure recovery over
its aft portion that approached free-stream static
pressure. (See figs. 8(k), 10(i), and 12(i).)
At a Mach number of 0.60 at an angle of attack
of 2° at a mass-flow ratio of 0.69, the long cowl
(compare figs. 8(m), 10(k), and 12(k)) had the most
negative pressure peak, which was followed by a steep
pressure recovery between 5 and 20 percent of the
cowl length. As shown in figure 8(m), the short
cowl had a small pressure peak and a considerable
rounding off of the pressure distribution over the
first 20 percent of the cowl length on the bottom
(¢ = 180°). At a Mach number of 0.84 at an
angle of attack of 2° at a mass-flow ratio of 0.68,
the pressure peak on the short cowl occurred at
90 percent of its length and was followed by a shock
and a rapid pressure recovery (fig. 8(0)). At these
same conditions, the medium cowl had the most
uniform pressure distribution of the three cowls on
the top surface (¢ = 0°) over the forward 60 percent
of the cowl length with a pressure recovery at that
location due to a shock (fig. 10(1)). At a Mach
number of 0.92, the medium and long cowls had the
most uniform pressure distributions, but only the
long cowl showed pressure recovery in the vicinity of
the maximum cowl diameter. (See figs. 8(q), 10(m),
and 12(n).)
At the lowest Mach number (0.60) at an angle of
attack of 2° at a mass-flow ratio of 0.81, the short and
medium cowls had the most uniform pressure distri-
butions (compare figs. 8(r), 10(n), and 12(o)). How-
ever, the short cowl (fig. 8(r)) had positive pressure
coefficients over the forward 7 percent of its length
on the bottom surface (¢ = 180 °) at an angle of at-
tack of 2° and a smaller extent of positive pressure
coefficients on the top surface.
Concluding Remarks
An investigation has been conducted over a range
of subsonic speeds to determine pressure distribu-
tions on three isolated cowls of different lengths hav-
ing the same nondimensionalized geometry. The cowl
diameter ratio (highlight diameter to maximum di-
ameter) was 0.85, and the cowl length ratios (cowl
length to maximum diameter) were 0.337, 0.439, and
0.547. Internal geometry was identical for all three
cowls, and the contraction ratio was 1.250. Mass-flow
ratio was varied at each Mach number, and angle of
attack was varied over a small range (up to 4.1 °) at
selected Mach numbers and mass-flow ratios.
At an angle of attack of 0 ° at low Mach numbers
at low mass-flow ratios, the short cowl sustained the
most negative pressure peaks near the leading edge,
and the flow was separated over the forward portion
of the long cowl and remained so through a Mach
number of 0.79. At high mass-flow ratios, the pres-
sure coefficient distributions over the forward por-
tion of the short cowl lost their uniformity (flatness)
and became rounded as Mach number was increased.
The first appearance of a shock occurred on the short
cowl at 30 percent of its length at a Mach number of
0.69 at a mass-flow ratio of 0.27. By a Mach num-
ber of 0.74, shocks occurred on all three cowls at the
low mass-flow ratios, with the short cowl having the
shock located farthest aft at a mass-flow ratio of 0.40.
At small angles of attack (2°), the short cowl
had the most negative pressure peaks on the top
and bottom surfaces at a Mach number of 0.60
at the lowest mass-flow ratio (0.28). However, it
had a short expanse of flow separation on the top
surface between 5 and 10 percent of the cowl length,
followed by a pressure recovery downstream. The
medium cowl had flow separation farther downstream
(between 15 and 25 percent of the cowl length),
and the long cowl was separated over the forward
20 percent of its length.
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Table I. Nondimensionalized Cowl Design Ordinates




































































































































































































































































(a) M = 0.60
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M = 0.597; mfr = 0.498; a = 1.0 °
PHI,DEGREE
0 90 180
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M = 0.594; mfr = 0.551; a = 0°
PHI,DEGREE
O 90 180
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M = 0.596; mfr = 0.687; c_ = 2.0 °
PHI,DEGREE
0 90 180
FDREBODY AFTERBODY FDREBOOY FOREBODY AFTERBDDY
































































































































































































































FOREBODY AFTERBDDY FOREBODY FOREBODY AFTERBODY









































































































M = 0.596; mfr = 0.809; c_ = 2.0 °
PHIpDEGREE
0 gO 180
FOREBODY AFTERBDDY FOREBODY FOREBODY AFTERBODY












































































































M = 0.596; mfr = 0.874; a = 0 °
PHIeDEGREE
0 90 180
AFTERBODY FOREBODY FOREBOOY AFTERBODY




































































• 00 1,0617 7_3.55





































M = 0.644; mfr = 0.274; a = 0 °
Table III. Continued
(b) M = 0.64
PHI_DEGREE
0 qO 180
FqREBODY A_TE_BDDY FOREBODY FOREBOCY AFTEgBODY




























































































































































































































































































FOREBODY AFTERBODY FDREBODY FOREBODY AFTERBODY










































































































FOREBODY AFTERBODY FOREBOOY FOREBODY AFTERBOOY
























































































































































































































































































































dO 3IX dO 3IX d3 3IX dO 3IX dO 1IX
AQOgHgldV _ooggaod _OOGgaOd XQOgH31d¥ XOOg]_Od
OgT 06 0

























Xlt CP XIL CP
-244.08 ,8615 496.25 -.0174
-138.76 ,7744 545,71 -,0093


























































































































































XIL CP XIL CP XIL CP
-244,08 .8049314,90 -.0484


























































































































































M = 0.645; mfr = 0.806; a = 0°
PHI,DEGREE
9O
FOREBODY AFTERBODY FOREBOOY FOREBODY
















































































































































































































oO= _ _'L_'O = _tm _T,_9"O=/_
papnIa_O_ (q)
panm._uo_ III alq_
M = 0.692; mfr = 0.274; a = 0 °
Table III. Continued
(c) M = 0.69
PHIJDEGREE
0 90 180
FOREBOOY AFTERBODY FOREBODY FOREBODY AFTERBODY










































































































FOREBODY AFTERBODY FOREBODY FOREBODY AFTERBOOY





























































































































































































































M = 0.692; mfr = 0.450; a = 0°
PHIeDEGREE
0 90 180
FOREBODY AFTERBDDY FOREBODY FOREBODY AFTERBODY









































































































M = 0.692; mfr = 0.492; a = 0 °
PHI_DEGREE
0 90 180
FOREBODY AFTERBODY FOREBODY FOREBODY AFTERBOOY







































































































M = 0.693; mfr = 0.489; a = 0°
PHI_DEGREE
O ¢0 180
FOPEBODY AFTERnODY C_RESODY FORFRqDY A_TER_ODY












































































































FnREFODY AFTERnONY rOREB_DY F_8OPY ACTERSflDY







































































































M = 0.693; mfr = 0.617; c_ = 0°
PHI_OEGREE
0 90 180
FOREBODY AFTERBDDY FOREBODY _OREBODY AFTERBDDY












































































































































































































d3 3IX dO 3IX d3 1IX dO 3IX dO 1IX
_009_]1dV AOOE]_Od ZOO93_Od AOOg_313V _009_80d
09I 06 0
]]_9]O_IHd






































































































































































































































M = 0.718; mfr = 0.272; a = 0 °
PHIeDEGREE
0 90 180
FORERODY AFTEQB_DY F_E_ODy FOQ_RnDY AFTFR_OD v
X/L CP X/L CP XIL C° XIL CP
Table III. Continued























































































































































M = 0.718; mfr = 0.307; a = 0°
RHI,DEGREE
0 90 180
FOREBODY AFTERBDDY FOREBODY FOREBDOY AFTERBDOY














































































































































































































































































































































































































































M = 0.719; mfr = 0.485; c_ = 0 °
0
FOREBODY AFTERBODY











































































































M = 0.720; mfr = 0.548; a = 0 °
PHI,DEGREE
0 90 180
FOREBODY AFTERBODY FOREBODY FOREBODY AFTERBODY













































































































FOREBODY AFTERBODY FOREBODY FOREBODY AFTER80DY







































































































M = 0.718; mfr = 0.674; a = 0°
PHI_DEGREE
0 90 180
FOREBODY AFTERBODY FOREBODY FOREBODY AFTERBOOY












































































































FOREBODY AFTERBODY FOREBODY FOREBODY AFTERBODY










































































































FOREBODY AFTERBDDY FOREBODY FOREBDDY AFTERBODY








































































































M = 0.742; mfr = 0.273; a = 0°
Table III. Continued
(e) M = 0.74
PHIeDEGREE
0 90 180
FOREBODY AFTERBDDY FOREBOOY FOREBOOY AFTERBODY

























































































































































FO_EBOOY AFTERBODY FOREBO_Y FOREBODY AFT_RSODY




























































































































































d3 3IX d3 3IX d3 3IX d3 q/X
























































































































































d3 _/X d3 ]IX d3 ]IX d3 ]IX dO 3IX
_00g_31_V _0083_0_ AOOg3_Od _OOg_31dV Zaog_od
ogI 06 0
33_930_IHd
007 = _ !9LUO = 4tm !_#L'O =/4[
panuz._uo O (o)
ponm.auoa "III aIq_3_L





FOREBODY AFTERBODY FOREBODY FDREBDDY AFTERBODY










































































































FOREBDDY AFTERBODY FOREBODY FOREBODY AFTERBODY









































































































M = 0.742; mfr = 0.445; a = 0 °
PHI_DEGREE
0 90 180
FOREBDDY AFTERBDDY FOREBDDY AFTERBDDY



































































• 00 .I193 763.55
• 31 -.5332 760.04




































M = 0.741; mfr = 0.488; a = 0°
PHI_DEGREE
0 90 180
FÙREBDDY AFTERBODY FOREBODY FOREBODY AFTERBODY













































































































FORFBDOY AFTERBODY FOREBODY FORFB_OY A_TERPDDY































































































































































































































FOREBODY AFTERBODY FOREBODY FOREBODY AFTERBODY

























































































































































FOREBOOY AFTERBODY FOREBODY FOREBODY AFTERBODY































































¢OREBODY AFTERBqDY POREBqDY FORFBODY AFTERBODY










































































































FDREBODY 4FTERBODY FOREBODY FDREBODY AFTERBODY












































































































FOREBODY AFTERfiODY FOREBODY FOPEBODY AFTERBODY










































































































FOREBODY AFTERBODY FOREBODY FBREBODY AFTERBODY














































































































FOREBODY AFTERBODY FOREBODY FOREEOOY AFTERBODY










































































































FOREBODY AFTERBDDY FOREBODY ¢OREBODY AFTERBODY



























































































































































































































M : 0.744; mfr : 0.810; a : 0°
PHIpDEGREE
90
FOREBODY AFTERBODY FDREBODY FOREBDDY



































































































































































































































M = 0.744; mfr = 0.806; (_ = 2.0 °
PHItDEGREE
0 90 180
FOREBODY AFTERBODY FOREBODY FOREBODY AFTERBODY



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































• 00 -.23%1 7%3,55
• 31 -.962% 760.04













































































































































































































FOREBODY AFTERBODY FOREBODY FOREBODY AFTERBODY













































































































FQREBQDY AFTERBODY FOREBODY FOREBOOY AFTERBODY










































































































FORFBODY AFTERB_DY FDREBODY FORE8OPY AFTFRBOOY










































































































































































































dO 71X dO fix d3 llX dO 71X dO fiX










































































































dO llX d3 3IX d3 3IX d3 3IX dO 3IX
iOOB_BldV AOOB_Od iOOB3_Od AOOSa31dV IOOBB_Od
Ogl 06 0
]B_930_IHd









FOREBOOY AFTERBODY FOREBODY FOREBODY AFTERBOOY



























































































































































































































M = 0.793; mfr = 0.278; c_ = 0 °
Table III. Continued
(g) M = 0.79
PHI#DEGREE
0 90 180
FOREBODY AFTERBODY FOREBOOY FOREBOOY AFTERBODY







































































































M = 0.792; mfr = 0.317; c_ = 0°
PHI_OEGREE
0 90 180
FOREBOOY AFTERBODY FOREBODY FOREBODY AFTERBODY











































































































M = 0.792; mfr = 0.405; a = 0°
PHI2DEGREE
0 90 180
FOREBODY AFTERBODY FOREBODY FDREBODY AFTERBDDY









































































































M = 0.792; mfr = 0.445; a = 0°
PHI,DEGREE
0 90 180
FOREBODY AFTERBODY FOREBODY FOREBODY AFTERBOOY

















































































































































































• 00 ,2976 743,55
• 31 -,2213 760.04




































M = 0.794; mfr = 0.488; a = 2.0 °
0













































































































































































































































• 00 .4977 743.55





































M = 0.791; mfr = 0.620; c_ = 0°
PHI,DEGREE
0 90 180
FDREBODY AFTERBODY FOREBODY FOREBQDY AFTERBOOY





























































































































































AFTERBOOY FOREBODY FORESODY AFTERBODY
























































M = 0.792; mfr = 0.739; a = 0°
PHI_DEGREE
0 90 180
FOREBODY AFTERBDDY FOREBODY FOREBODY AFTERBQDY











































































































M = 0.792; mfr = 0.806; a = 0°
PHIpDEGREE
0 90 180
FOREBODY AFTERBODY FOREBODY FOREBODY AFTERBODY







































































































M = 0.816; mfr = 0.272; a = 0°
Table III. Continued
(h) M = 0.82
PHI;DEGREE
0 90 180
FOREBODY AFTERBODY FOREBODY FOREB00Y AFTERBQDY






















































































































































M = 0.817; mfr = 0.316; a = 0°
PHI;DEGREE
0 90 180
FOREBODY AFTERBQDY FOREBQOY FOREBODY AFTERBOOY










































































































M = 0.817; mfr = 0.403; a = 0 °
PHIpDEGREE
0 90 180
AFTERBODY FOREBODY FOREBOOY AFTERBODY




































































• 00 .1204 743.55





































M = 0.816; mfr = 0.447; a = 0 °
PHI,OEGREE
9O 180
FOREBODY AFTERBOOY POREBOOY FOREBODY AFTERBODY









































































































M = 0.817; mfr = 0.489; c_ = 0°
PHIJDEGREE
0 90 180
FOREBODY AFTERBQDY FOREBODY FOREBaDY AFTER8ODY

































































































































































































































FOREBODY AFTERBODY FDREBODY FDREBODY AFTERBODY






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































M = 0.842; mfr = 0.278; a = 0°
Table III. Continued
(i) M = 0.84
PHIeDEGREE
0 qO 1RO
FOREBODY AFTERfiqDY POREBDDY FORE_nOY A_TFRfiqOY










































































































FOREBODY AFTERBODY FOREBODY FOREBODY AFTERBOOY












































































































FOREBODY AFTERBODY FOREBODY FOREBODY AFTERBOOY







































































































M = 0.842; mfr : 0.448; a = 0°
PHI,DEGREE
0 90 180
FOREBOOY AFTERBODY FOREBQDY FOREBODY AFTERBODY














































































































FOREBODY AFTERBODY FOREBODY FOREBODY AFTERBOOY







































































































M = 0.842; mfr = 0.490; a = 2.1 °
PHI,DEGREE
0 90 180
FORE80DY AFTERBODY FOREBODY FOREBODY AFTERBODY




























































































































































































































































































































d3 llX _3 llX
AQDO_31_V AOOB3aOd
0
o0 = _ '.g_£O = _jm _H_O =/_
-4




FOREBODY AFTERBODY FOREBODY FOREBaDY AFTERBODY











































































































FOREBODY AFTERBOOY FOREBODY FOREBODY AFTERBOO¥









































































































M -- 0.843; mfr -- 0.741; _ -- 0 °
PHIPDEGREE
0 90 180
FOREBODY AFTERBOOY FOREBODY FOREBOOY AFTERBODY









































































































(j) M = 0.87
M = 0.867; mfr = 0.271; a = 0°
0
FORE8ODY AFTERBODY
































































































































































































































































M = 0.865; mfr = 0.314; c_ = 0°
l PHIsDEGREE
0 90 180
AFTERBDDY FDREBODY FOREBDDY AFTERBDDY

















































































































































































































































































FQREBODY AFTERBDDY FOREBODY FOREBOOY AFTER800Y










































































































FOREBODY AFTERSODY FOREBODY FOREBODY AFTERBQDY


























































































































































































































M = 0.866; mfr = 0.489; a = 2.1 °
PHI;DEGPEE
0 90 180
FOREBODY AFTERBODY FOREBODY FOREBOOY AFTERBODY













































































































FQREBODY AFTERBODY FOREBODY FOREBODY AFTERBODY







































































































M = 0.867; mfr = 0.553; a = 0°
PHItDEGREE
0 90 180
FOREBODY AFTERBODY FOREBODY FOREBODY AFTERBODY












































































































FOREBODY AFTERBODY FOREBODY FOREBODY AFTERBODY







































































































M = 0.866; mfr = 0.681; a = 0 °
PHI,DEGREE
0 90 180
FDREBODY AFTERBDDY FOREBODY FOREBODY AFTERBODY































































































































































































































M = 0.866; mfr = 0.741; (_ = 0°
PHI,OEGREE
0 90 180












































































































M = 0.891; mfr = 0.276; a = 0 °
Table III. Continued
(k) M = 0.89
PHI_OEGREE
0 90 180
FOREBODY AFTERBODY FORE80DY FOREBODY AFTERBODY







































































































M = 0.890; mfr = 0.314; a = 0°
_HItDEGREE
0 90 IPO
POREBODY APTERBODY ¢OREBOOY F_RFBO_Y AFTERB_DY














































































































FOREBODY AFTERBODY FOREBDOY FOREBODY AFTERBODY










































































































FOREBODY AFTERfiODY FOREBODY FOREBODY AFTERBODY





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































FOREBODY AFTERBODY FOREBOOY FOREBODY AFTERBODY







































































































M = 0.891; mfr = 0.739; a = 0°
PHI,DEGREE
0 90 180
FORESODY AFTERBODY FOREBODY FOREBODY AFTE_BODY











































































































M = 0.915; mfr = 0.267; a = 0 °
Table III. Continued
(1) M = 0.92
PHIeDEGREE
0 90 180
AFTERBODY FOREBOOY FOREBODY AFTERBOOY









































































































M -- 0.917; mfr = 0.268; a = 2.1 °
PHI_DEGREE
0 90 180
FOREBODY AFTERBODY FOREBODY FOREBODY AFTERBODY






















































































































































































































































d3 1IX d3 l/X d3 l/X d3 3IX dO 3IX
_009_319V AOOB3_O_ AOOB3HOd XOOB_31dV XOOS_Dd
ogT 06 0
]_930_IHd




















































































































































d3 1IX d3 l/X d3 llX d3 l/X d3 3IX
£OOg_]ld¥ XOOg_Od AOO83_Od I008_31_V AOOg3_Od
OgT 06 0
o0 = a_ !I_Ig'0 =alm !_I6"0 = AT
Panm.au°D "III aTq_





FOREBODY AFTERBODY FOREBODY FOREBODY AFTERBODY







































































































M = 0.914; mfr = 0.492; a = 0 °
PHI,DEGREE
0 90 180
FOREBODY AFTERBODY FOREBODY FORESODY AFTERBODY












































































































FOREBODY AFTERBODY FOREBODY FOREBODY AFTERBOD¥







































































































M -- 0:915; mfr -- 0.491; a = 2.1 °
PHI,DEGREE
0 90 180
F3REBODY AFTERBODY FOREBODY FOREBOOY AFTERBODY



























































































































































































































M = 0.916; mfr = 0.550; c_ = 0°
o
FDREBODY AFTERBODY




























































































































































































































































































































d3 3IX dO ]IX d3 ]IX d3 3IX d3 3IX
_008_31dV _OO83aOd XQOE3aO_ Aoogg31_V ZOO83_Od
087 06 0
33_930¢IHd


























































































































































































































































































M = 0.597; mfr = 0.270; a = 0°
PHIeDEGREE
0 90 180
FOREBOOY AFTERBODY FOREBODY FOREBODY AFTERBODY
XIL CP XIL CP XIL CP X/L ¢P XIL CP
279,84 -.0733
















































































































































FOREBODY AFTERBODY FOREBOOY FOREBODY AFTERBODY







































































































































































































































































































































FOREBODY AFTER800Y FOREBODY FBREBODY AFTERBDDY
XIL CP XIL CP XIL CP XIL CP XIL ¢P























































FDREBODY AFTER_ODY FORESODY FDREBOOY AFTERBODY




































































































M -- 0.595; mfr = 0.503; a = 1.1 °
0
FOREBDDY AFTERBODY
































































































































































































































FOREBDDY AFTERBODY FOREBOOY FOREBODY AFTERBOOY
X/L CP XFL CP XIL CP XIL CP X/L CP



















































































































































































































































FOREBODY AFTERBOOY FOREBOOY FOREBODY AFTERSOOY
XIL CP XIL CP X/L CP X/L Cp X/L CP























































FOREBOOY AFTERBOOY FOREBODY FORE8OOY AFTERBOOY




































































































M = 0.597; mfr = 0.687; a = 1.0 °
FOREBODY AFTERBOOY






































































































M = 0.598; mfr = 0.686; a = 2.0 °
PHI,DEGREE
0 90 180
FOREBOOY AFTERBODY FOREBODY FORE3ODY AFTERBODY








































































































FOREBODY AFTERBODY FOREBODY FOREBOOY AFTERBODY






































































































M = 0.598; mfr = 0.816; a = 0°
PHI,OEGREE
0 90 180
FOREBODY AFTERBODY FOREBODY FOREBODY AFTERBODY



































































































M = 0.598; mfr = 0.816; c_ = 2.0 °
PHIpDEGREE
0 90 180
FOREBODY AFTERBODY FOREBODY FORESODY AFTERBQDY


































































































M = 0.644; mfr = 0.278; a = 0°
Table IV. Continued















































FOREBODY AFTERBODY FOREBOOY FOREEODY AFTER800Y
XIL CP XIL CP XlL CP XfL CP XlL CP























































FOREBODY AFTERBODY FOREBOOY FORESODY AFTERBODY





































































































M = 0.645; mfr = 0.414; a = 0°
0
FOREBODY AFTERBQDY







































































































M = 0.645; mfr = 0.462; a = 0 °
PHI_DEGREE
0 90 180
FOREBOOY AFTERBOOY FORE8OOY FOREBOOY AFTERBODY




































































































M = 0.643-; mfr = 0.501; a = 0 °
PHI#DEGREE
0 90 180
FOREBODY AFTERBOOY FOREBOOY FOREBODY AFTERBOOY

































































































M = 0.646; mfr = 0.549; c_ = 0°
PHIpOEGREE
0 90 180
FOREBOOY AFTERBOOY FOREBODY FOREgODY AFTERSOOY




































































































M = 0.645; mfr = 0.617; a = 0°
0
FOREBODY AFTERBODY






































































































M = 0.644; mfr = 0.746; c_ = 0°
0
FOREBODY AFTERBOOY


























































XIL CP XIL CP XIL CP






























































































FOREBODY AFTERBODY FOREBODY FOREBOOY AFTERBODY






















































(c) M = 0.69
M = 0.692; mfr = 0.275; c_ = 0 °
0
FOREBODY AFTERBOOY






























































































































































































































































5Z66 e 9_*LSZ o
d3 _lX d3 1IX
AOOga31_V AOOS3BOd
6LGO'- YO'6LZ






























































































































































d3 3IX d3 3IX
AOOSa31dV AOOgg_Od
0
oO = a) _I_'O = _1m !g69"0 =/4/
Panm._UOD "AI aIq_&




















































AFTERBQDY FOREBODY FOREBOOY AFTERBODY





















































M = 0.694; mfr = 0.498; a = 2.0 °
PHI;OEGREE
0 90 180
FOREBOOY AFTERBOOY FOR_BODY FOREBOOY AFTER800Y



















































































































FOREBODY AFTERBgDY FOREBODY FOREBODY


























































































































































































































































FOREBDDY AFTERBODY FOREBODY FOREBDDY AFTERBODY
XIL CP XfL CP XIL CP XIL CP XIL CP























































FOREBODY AFTERBODY FOREBOOY FOREBODY AFTERBODY























































XfL CP XIL CP XfL CP




















































M = 0.742; mfr = 0.272; a = 0 °
0
FOREBODY AFTERSODY
XIL CP X/L CP
Table IV. Continued





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































M = 0.743; mfr = 0.544; c_ = 0°
0
FOREBODY AFTERBODY


























































XIL CP XIL CP XIL CP

























































































































































M = 0.744; mfr = 0.747; c_ = 0°
PHIPDEGREE
0 90 180
FOREBODY AFTERBOOY FOREBOOY FOREBDOY AFTERBOOY
















































































































































































































(e) M = 0.77





























































































































































FOREBOOY AFTERBODY FOREBODY FOREBOOY AFTERBDDY



























































FOREBODY AFTERBQOY FORESODY FOREBQOY AFTERBODY




































































































FOREBODY AFTERBODY FOREBODY FOREBODY AFTERBODY
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Figure 1. Simplified cross-sectional sketch of complete model. Linear dimensions are in inches.
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Figure 5. Pressure instrumentation (on struts, at q_ = 0 °, 90 °, and 180 °) used to obtain data for mass-flow
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(b) M = 0.64.
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(j) M = 0.89.
Figure 9. Continued.
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Figure 9. Concluded.
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(b) M = 0.84 and mfr = 0.27.
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(b) M = 0.89 and mfr = 0.27.
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